
My family walks to think,

to discuss hard or happy matters, to make decisions,

to celebrate nature and, of course, to get places. My

grandmother, Wilda, was no exception. She walked in

long, energetic strides and, as a child, I often had to

skip beside her to keep pace. It was worth it, because

she had a wonderful knowledge of birds and plants,

and a long narrative of natural history poured from her

as she strode along. On one such walk, Wilda was 

discoursing on the many good qualities of the ladybug

when she stopped and looked down at me: “Do you

like hearing about the bugs?” I answered a child’s

cheerful "yes" without missing a beat. “Good,” she

said. “You should try to learn the names of the birds

and flowers and things. It will make your world 

bigger.” The quote at the beginning of this review

opens Rob Tranchin’s documentary Roy Bedichek’s

Vanishing Frontier. When I heard it, it harkened me

back to my childhood, and I felt an immediate kinship

with Bedichek.

The Texas naturalist is one of three philosophers

depicted in a statue, the Philosopher’s Rock, which

stands outside the gates of Barton Springs, in Austin.

There Bedichek sits, cast for all eternity in earnest

palaver with his scholarly cohorts, folklorist J. Frank

Dobey and historian Walter Prescott Webb. As a 

transplant from California, I’ve often wondered how he

got there.

Roy Bedichek was born in his grandfather’s log cabin in

Sangamon Valley, Illinois, in 1878. His family moved to

Eddy, Texas as homesteaders in 1885. Bedichek

entered the University of Texas at Austin in 1898, and

earned both a bachelor’s and a master’s degree from

the University. In 1917, he became the athletic director

for the University Interscholastic League (UIL). He died

in 1959, at the age of 80.

Bedichek wrote every day, he was a great reader and,

as I find is true of many Texans, he was a fine 

storyteller. He loved philosophy and literature, and

identified closely with Emerson, Thoreau and

Whitman. He is remembered at Barton Springs not

only because he was a great advocate for the 

preservation of the swimming hole, but also because

he spent long hours there, bathing and talking with

close friends Dobey and Webb.

As the Director of the UIL, Bedichek was required to

make long treks visiting schools across Texas. Traveling

by car and preferring the outdoors to any available

motel, Bedichek would find a suitable spot alongside

the road and set up camp. He says: “And so for these

twenty-five or thirty years that I traveled 10,000 a year

I studied nature, and anything that seemed to me

worth noticing I’d usually take a note of it, so I had a

great accumulation of material.” In 1946, Dobey and

Webb convinced Bedichek to compile those notes into

some sort of formal presentation. Bedicheck took a

year’s leave of absence and wrote the book

Adventures with a Texas Naturalist (1947).

Bedichek was born just two years after the Comanche

were defeated. He witnessed firsthand the impact of

settlers as they pushed out the Native Americans,

hunted bison and antelope to extinction, and planted

crops and grazed cattle until the prairie lands were

barren. Bedichek mourns these losses as a “funda-

mental, permanent, irremediable, impoverishment,”

but he seems sadder still just to have missed it all: 

“In recent years it has become…easy enough in 

hindsight to damn the ancestral frame of mind that

ravaged the world so fully and so soon. What I myself

seem to damn mainly though is just not having seen it.

Without any virtuous hindsight, I would like have

helped in the ravaging as did even most of those who

loved it best. But god to have viewed it entire, the soul

and guts of what we had and gone forever how, 

except in books and such poignant remnants as small

swift birds…”

The title, Roy Bedichek’s Vanishing Frontier, makes the

documentary sound like some kind of eulogy to a lost

time or land, and the film definitely has its pensive

moments; but more than anything it is a whimsical 

celebration of Bedichek’s poignant remnants. Using

Adventures with a Texas Naturalist as a kind of 

guidebook, Tranchin travels back to the places that

inspired Bedichek’s writing and interviews various
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I come from a long line of walkers.
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I have a theory that one 
never goes to nature 
in a proper mood, patient 
and receptive, without 
learning something treasurable.

–ROY BEDICHEK
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modern-day naturalists. Over these ruminations, he

lays sound bites of actor G.W. Bailey reading bits of

Bedichek’s book, and a few personal anecdotes from

Glen Evans, a geologist who was friends with the nat-

uralist. In this way, Tranchin makes his own journey

back to nature, juxtaposing Bedichek’s thoughts and

observations against the modern landscape in an

effort to gain some understanding of our place in

nature and the meaning of nature in our modern life.

The result is a charming documentary that is both 

profound and funny.

In keeping with Bedichek’s own viewpoint, Tranchin is

drawn to places where humanity—with its fences,

roads, plows, etc.—has encroached on nature and

caused permanent changes to the environment. Such

a focus could tend to highlight the ugly, wholesale

destruction of land, and the eradication of native plant

and animal species. Like Bedichek, however, Tranchin

tends to focus his lens on hope and regeneration; cliff

swallows building mud nests beneath an Austin bridge

or the narrow band of fertile habitat along a fencerow.

In a section of the documentary aptly titled 

“The Fecundity of Nature,” Tranchin drives to Hornsby

Bend, just South of Austin. There he interviews Jody

Slagle, an environmental engineer at the sewage 

treatment plant that processes all of Austin’s sewage—

a million gallons a day—taking it through an organic

anaerobic digester that will turn it into rich soil or com-

post. Just outside the plant are sewage treatment

ponds, rich in nutrients, which feed a flourishing 

community of plants and insects. In turn, the plants

and insects attract hundreds of species of birds that

live, feed, and, yes, bath in the little guano ponds. Soil

and compost are good. Birds are good. So, here is the

stuff of hope, a magnificent example of humans fitting

themselves into the natural lifecycle in a regenerative

manner, and on a pretty grand scale. “I think that’s our

job for the future; learn this world and its processes as

well as we can, and then figure out how to fit ourselves

seamlessly into those same natural systems,” 

says Slagel. 

This idea compels us not to bend nature to our mod-

ern will but instead to live in community and mutual

interest with it. Similarly, Bedichek wrote: “Gopher

mounds and sandy brush make ideal defecation

dugouts; no tickling spear grass or stinging nettle

causes annoyance to the philosopher. You are in the

correct position for wholesome, complete, and 

wholesale evacuation. You have fed the beneficent

worm and done your part to the enrichment of the

soil.” The gopher might not see this as seamless, but

on the part of the worm, it echoes Slagel’s sentiment

of co-existence.

Roy Bedichek’s Vanishing Frontier should be enjoyable

even to those viewers who aren’t interested in 

becoming amateur naturalists, but it’s hard to imagine

not being affected by the charming anecdotes and

beautiful photography. Indeed, as much as Tranchin’s

documentary brings home the point that we should

tread lightly on this earth, it more strongly delivers a

message of observation, and of finding our place in

everyday nature. As Kevin Anderson, a geographer

interviewed by Tranchin at Barton Springs, says:

“Bedichek was an environmentalist of a different age,

of an age that looked at the natural history of 

organisms…and approached the world through these

organisms. The environmentalism that came about in

the sixties approached it as a political movement;

many environmentalists today don’t know a native

plant, don’t know a native bird.” This knowledge of

organisms is the common bond between Bedichek and

all the characters in Tranchin’s documentary. What they

demonstrate is a clear path from noticing, to under-

standing, to reverence and, finally, to conservation.

Trachin’s documentary reminds me to heed my

Grandmother’s sage words and take my binoculars

whenever I venture outdoors. Because if I see herons

perched in the trees along the San Antonio River; if 

I note the difference between a California Black Oak

and a Chisos Oak; and if I celebrate the cleverness of

ladybugs, then my sphere of knowledge, my world,

will indeed be bigger. When I look at the ladybug 

I don’t see domestic anxiety, I see the little red beetle

dedicated to “Our Lady” in appreciation of its ability

to knock out aphids and other garden-eating pests.

Towards the middle of the documentary, Tranchin films

Victor Emanuel, an Austin naturalist, taking a group of

blind school children on a nature walk. The children

smell yarrow flowers, identify rough cedar bark, and

feel the temperature change as they walk under trees.

At the edge of a waterfall, Emanuel tells the children

to cup their ears and pull them forward in 

exaggerated listening. “Let’s just be quiet everybody,

just for a minute, and listen to the water,” he says.

Roy Bedichek’s Vanishing Frontier is a production 

of PBS affiliate KERA-Dallas/Fort Worth. It will air

nationally on PBS stations in April. Please check with

your local affiliate for dates and times
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